
Prisoners of despair
finally bask in freedom
LONDON Like prisoners emerging
from a lifetime behind bars a group
ofchimpanzees step blinking into the
sunlight with what appears to be a
wave and a smile
And they have much to be joyful

about For this is the first time they
have felt grass under their feet and
breathed fresh air for 30 years
Though a few of the chimps were

born in captivity most were kid
napped from African jungles as ba
bies and flown to Europe where they
were locked in laboratory cages to be
used in a long series of experiments
Horrifyingly their mothers —who

would usually raise them for six years

—were all slaughtered
The aim of the firm that bought

them was to find a vaccine to combat
AIDS Because chimps share 99 per
cent of the gene code ofhumans they
seemed natural subjects for study
But that meant they suffered cru
elties in the years that followed in
cluding being injected with the HIV
virus

Hooked up to machines and
pumped full of chemicals they were
truly prisoners of utter despair With
no stimulation no nurturing love and
no hope many were driven to the
brink ofmadness and beyond
But their ordeal finally ended on

Tuesday when the 38 surviving
chimps were released into a 3 mil
lion RM14 3 million sanctuary in
Austria allowing them to feel the
nurturing contact of their fellow
chimps after years ofbeing separated
by bars and bulletproofglass
They will be free to enjoy the re

mainder of their lives together
thanks to the unstinting efforts of 59
year old conservationist Michael
Aufhauser
The founder of an animal charity

that operates in four European coun
tries he oversaw the construction of
the sanctuary outside Vienna which
is built on a defunct safari park
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Who knowswhat scars they carry
on the inside said Aufhauser

They are all traumatised to

greater or lesser degrees Two of
them died before the reserve was
finished but at least those that are
left will have a quality of life that was
unthinkable when they were pris
oners of the lab

Some chimpanzees were infected
with the HIV virus Of course they
became HIV positive But none of
them not here in Austria or any
where else in the world developed

full blown AIDS Therefore the pro
gramme was useless It achieved ab
solutely nothing
Several years ago American phar

maceutical company Baxter took
over the Austrian laboratory and an
nounced it had no intention of con
tinuing the programme
More than that its bosses decided

the firm had a moral responsibility to
improve the life of the chimps who

can live to the age of 50 or 60
They were moved to an indoor

shelter in a safari park but when it
went into liquidation in 2004 the
building ofan outdoor sanctuary was
stopped and the animals were forced
to spend several more years in cages
But no longer At last they will

have some dignity and some fun for
what remains of their lives said
Aufhauser —DM
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